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DIAGRAMS

COMMERCIAL MODELLING

Concept E: Simple Balance

ASSESSMENT AGAINST OTHER CONCEPTS

This concept proposes to ‘appease everyone
and excite no one’. It accommodates a complete
reactivated Civic Hall, Central Library extension
upwards and outwards, a commercial office tower
incorporating five-storeys of car parking, and a strip of
two-storey retail and office spaces along Armstrong
Street, each of which could be developed in clear
stages with public and private support.

99 Higher level of construction costs due to the
overall scale
99 Higher than average level of private investment
needed for numerous parts
99 While it contains a range of commercial
developments, the concept has some higher costed
public elements, reducing levels of relative business
sustainability and increasing risk
99 This would primarily be commercial venture
focusing on office and retail supported by public
activities

Community and commercial activations

New public paths and open spaces

COMPARISON TO OTHER CONCEPTS
Construction Cost

PRECEDENTS

% of private sector

Financial Risk

Sustainability of businesses

Transparent urban edge

Protected garden

Fondation Cartier, Paris

CIVIC HALL SITE

Quai de Branly, Paris

Civic presence

Town Hall, Hilversum

PARTICIPATORY COMMUNITY DESIGN PROCESS

STAGE ‘300 TO 10’ OF CONCEPT DESIGN

www.civichallsite.org
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The placement of each volume, consolidating height
to the North-East, and leaving the South open
maintains the current open spaces, and allows these
to be reconsidered as pedestrian public spaces in
their own right. The concept also attempts to activate
the whole site by drawing activity North. The only
significant architectural feature – a long two-storey
glass wall – creates a secluded long garden forecourt
to the Central Library and an East-West plaza for
indoor and outdoor markets on an axis pointing over
the Ballarat and District Aboriginal Co-operative, to
Market Street and the Railway Station clock-tower.
The South edge of Mair Street is reserved for a
large setback Civic Plaza, connecting to the CBD via
Armstrong Street. A quiet, internal courtyard is left
between Armstrong Street shops and the Civic Hall.

Concept E suggests that all key
preferences for the site can be
accommodated together in a
simple efficient masterplan,
and create some valuable
public open spaces
without requiring
spectacular
architectural
tricks.
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